
There’s a First time
for Everything  BUDGE ADAMS

FOR ME THIS WAS IT! — the 1993 Wye Conference of the K.F.A.S. 
Never before had I taken part in a two-day conference at a seat of learning, or been 

accommodated overnight in a hall of residence, and I felt a little awed and apprehensive.
I arrived twenty-five minutes after proceedings began, having deluded myself into 

thinking that I remembered a cross-country short cut that I frequently used many years ago. 
I most certainly did not and I lost all sense of direction in the tiny roads of the upland lying 
between Paddlesworth and Elham. At Withersdane Hall the direction signs confused me 
and I was led to the scene of action by a very pleasant and willing member of the college staff.

At reception I was greeted by two charming ladies who did their utmost to 
convince me that it was their fault that I was late, they having started the proceedings 
too soon! That in itself was a pleasant and unique experience, but there was more to come. 
I was directed to my room and then to a comfortable chair where two ladies of the college 
domestic staff (I think that is correct) enlarged the experience by showing some concern 
and plying me with coffee until I could enter the conference without causing a disturbance.

The more difficult part was now to come. Knowing, in the whole assembly, only the 
Chairman, who, incidentally fixed me with a beady eye when I made my late entrance, 
I found a seat and awaited the second item on the agenda, the Channel Tunnel Rail Link, 
ably and very persuasively presented by Bernard Gambrill, the Environmental Design and 
Consultation Manager (what a title!) of Union Railways Limited, “an agency company 
wholly owned by the British Railways Board”. His dissertation was supported by five 
twelve-page folders, each with maps and beautifully coloured pictures covering particular 
sections of the proposed route, designed to show how carefully Union Rail was 
approaching its problems. There were four more folders each of four pages but in which 
only two pages had anything to say on the subjects: ‘Environment and the Union Railway’, 
the effect of the proposals on commuters, ‘Noise and Vibration’ and ‘The Environment 
and the Union Railway’. It was all very well presented but the “information” appeared 
to be heavily biased and subject to many degrees of variation in interpretation.

Whilst all this was going on I looked around the room and tried to assess the 
many motives that had brought us all together. I sensed that here and there 
the N.I.M.B.Y. syndrome was present but at this juncture individual motives were 
not apparent. All was revealed, however, on the following morning when the real “meat” 
of the conference was under discussion -  the effect of the government proposals on local 
government.

It was then time for lunch and this was followed by Martin Benson of Fielden Clegg 
Design, Architects, of Bath who gave an erudite exposition of “Green Building”. I 
followed the gist of it, but could not accept or understand it all.



At 15.00 we moved off for a coach tour of Romney Marsh, ‘commered’ in great depth 727 
by Jill Eddison of the Romney Marsh Research Trust. Her knowledge of the Marsh, 
archaeologically, historically and generally, was extraordinarily wide and I was fascinated.
En route we had an unexpected pleasure. Such was the enthusiasm of Mr B. Grambrill 
(British Rail) who some years ago exercised the art of campanology at Bristol, that we made 
an unplanned stop to look at and explore the detached wooden bell tower beside the church 
of St. Augustine at Brookland. It stands just off the road, close to the north east corner of 
the church and is the subject of many legends. One has it that the tower was twice erected 
above the church and twice it was blown down and that it was then decided to rebuild it 
where it stands today, “after it showed affinity for the ground”. Another is that it was 
originally at Lydd “and was transported hither to Brookland by Cardinal Wolsey” and a 
third that there was “a very old man and an equally old woman, very well known in the 
village, both single, and when they married the tower fell down in amazement”.

After dinner and soothingly rounding off the day, Dr Malcolm Andrews of the University 
of Kent at Canterbury spoke and pictorially charmed us with his discourse on ‘The Search 
for the Picturesque’. He is a quietly spoken man and I did not catch all he said but those who 
were nearer were enthusiastic in their response.

Sunday morning and I was the last down to the “full English breakfast” beloved of hotel 
brochures. It was enormous. I quailed at the sight but I did do justice to it.

Sharp at 9.30 the Chairman assured us of his pleasure in seeing us all again and then our 
own Lawrence Gage stood at the rostrum and expounded, in the clearest of voices, on 
Impact’s proposals for Dover and Deal. He was well received and understood. Next Davida 
Price, vice-chairman of the Sussex F.A.S. followed with an interesting exposition of the 
activities of her federation, and frequently expressing her wish that there should be co
operation between the S.F.A.S and the K.F.A.S. She opined it would be beneficial to both 
federations but there seemed, however, to be some reluctance to accept this idea.

Then, at 10.30, we started the discussion of ‘The Future of Local Government’ and Tim 
Thompson, the Chief Executive of Tonbridge and Mailing Borough Council spoke of the 
difficulties there were in all attempts to weld together the two disparate areas from which 
the T.&M.B.C. was formed. He prophesied that those difficulties would pale into 
insignificance when compared with the problems that would arise if it was decided to make 
seven, or five, or even just three unitary authorities in Kent. The county has fourteen District 
or Borough Councils and all are jealous of their own individuality and have no particular 
wish to be submerged in larger units. Because of the relatively small population of the Dover 
District the government would most likely insist that it be merged with an adjacent district 
and then, immediately, the problem of incompatibility would arise.1 Tim Thompson spoke 
genuinely, from the heart and from the standpoint of a difficult experience.

RobinThompson (no relation), Chief Planning Officer, K.C.C., spoke feelingly about the 
Country Viewpoint and the banter between the two Thompsons, who knew each other well, 
was interesting and at times amusing.

Bill Richardson, Chairman, Meopham Parish Council, put the point of view of Parish 
Councils and said that more areas should strive for Parish status as a means of providing

1 Though tongue in cheek, I have to suggest that it might be easier, and more effective, to bring 
about an amalgamation of Dover and Calais to form a “Cross-Channel District.” At least the 
two towns would have something in common.



a more local and sympathetic treatment of the problems of its populace. Earlier I was 
introduced to a new verb that frequently cropped up in discussion, “to parish”, to attain 
parish status: hence the unfamliar but logical “parishing” to define an important process 
in local government. One lives and learns.

At lunch I sat opposite an interesting elderly gentleman (in the proper sense of the 
word) who had once been Mayor of a town with strong Dover connections. If I mention 
‘Cinque Ports5 some may know which. He opened by saying he assumed I lived alone 
(why? -  am I so different, does it show?) and when I agreed with his assumption he said 
he did also and immediately launched into the difficulties, intricacies and possibilities of 
cooking for one. I entered into the discussion with pleasure and felt like a male version 
of Delia Smith. I didn’t see him again and I regretted that.

After lunch there was a dual act. Richard Sykes, Energy Efficiency Engineer and Brian 
Sloane, Environmental Coordinator, both of SEEBOARD, spoke, sometimes at one and 
the same time, about ‘Electricity and Conservation’ mostly in glowing and euphoric 
terms (think of what Christine Keeler said). They drew attention to Seeboard’s policy of 
persuading us all to use more efficient equipment and methods, thus to reduce current 
consumption. I found this hard to believe with Seeboard being a private company 
dedicated to the enhancement of its sales and therefore of its profits. The two speakers 
“did a good P.R. job” but at our following committee meeting I referred to them as being 
“suave and emollient”-  which I felt to be a reasonable assessment.

The Conference ended with a Speakers Panel, a free-for-all which we enjoyed. The 
critique and suggestions did not throw up anything that was epoch-making but there was 
general agreement that the Conference was well organised and interesting and useful to 
those accepting the challenge of the government proposals.

By and large I didn’t find it easy to mix with other conference members. They were 
mostly in small groups all well known to each other. But what I did find and it convinced 
me of the sincerity of the points they raised, was the very wide range of knowlege of their 
local affairs that they displayed. There seemed not to be any aspect of local government, 
now or in the future, on which one or other of them did not have a valid view. I did, 
however, find the tendency to use local names, this park, or that road, or that lake -  names 
which meant nothing to me -  to be quite confusing and I was, geographically, lost. I made 
no contribution to the discussions - 1 did not feel competent to do so -  but I learnt much 
and if there is another opportunity I would probably contribute. It was a very worthwhile 
affair and I quietly enjoyed being there. Perhaps this recital will persuade others to go.

CLIFFS COUNTRY

Launched this year this U3 A now has over 100 members. Next term there will 
be courses in Beginners and Advanced French Conversation, Exploring 
Britain, Jewellery, English Literature, Painting, Needlecraft, Intermediate 
German and Appreciation of Art. 

university of THE T>MBDAGE in addition there are monthly Wednesday afternoon talks: 19 Jan, Melanie 
Wrigley; White Cliffs Countryside -  16 Feb. John Warner: A Life in the Theatre -  16 Mar. 
Peggy Alexander: A Visit to Tahiti -  20 April, John Grant: The Radio Revolution.

Offers to lead courses especially in history and archaeology, will be very welcome. For further 
information see Newsletter, April 1992 or phone 0304 363991 or 0304 369206 p . k .


